Bullsbrook Freight and Industrial
Land Use Strategy
Community Information Session

Welcome
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Acknowledgement of Country
The project team proudly acknowledge Australia’s Aboriginal communities and their rich culture;
and pays its respect to their Elders past and present.
We acknowledge Aboriginal people as Australia’s first peoples and as the Traditional Owners and
custodians of the land and water on which we rely.
We recognise and value the ongoing contribution of Aboriginal people and communities to the
Australian life and how this enriches us. We embrace the spirit of reconciliation, working towards
equality of outcomes and ensuring an equal voice.
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Agenda Outline
Background / Context

Introduction to Speakers
Presentation – Project Background
Presentation – IMT Strategy

Discussion

Facilitated Discussion/Q&A
The Team will be available after the Session for one-on-one queries

Next Steps

Where to from here

Individual Queries

One-on-one questions
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What is not covered in today’s Session
– RAAF Base Pearce Environmental Program (per- and poly-fluroalkyl substances (PFAS) project)
– Centre for National Resilience, Perth (COVID-19 Quarantine Facility)

What is covered in today’s Session
– The Bullsbrook Freight and Industrial Land Use Strategy which includes the proposed intermodal
terminal (IMT)
– An IMT is a site used to transfer freight (mainly containers) from one mode of transport to another,
i.e. rail to road, together with all the necessary support services and activities. Currently in Perth
there are a number of intermodal terminals in operation, mainly in the Kewdale / Forrestfield area
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Introduction
Role and Purpose
Background
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Background - Strategic Plan for Perth 2050 (2018)
– Location for employment for the north-east and northwest suburbs
– Existing freight line and identified inter-modal freight
terminal location - Westport
– Tonkin Highway extension

Industrial
Investigation

– RAAF Base Pearce
– GHD appointed 2018 to undertake further planning for
Industrial the area (this draft Strategy).

Industrial
Expansion

Inclusion in Urban
Investigation
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The Planning Framework - context
State Planning Strategy and
State Planning Policies
Regional and
Sub-Regional Strategies
District Strategies and
Structure Plans
Region Schemes and
Local Planning
Strategy

Local Planning
Scheme
Local
Structure
Plans
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Delivered through
subdivision and
development

What happens to existing uses?

• No immediate changes arise from the
release of this Strategy, it sets out a
medium to long-term vision.
• No change to West Bullsbrook.
• The Strategy sets out the steps that need to
take place to allow for rezoning to occur.
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Background
Consultation – what we have done so far:
– Stakeholder engagement strategy developed
– 4 x briefings / workshops with the stakeholder
reference group:
• State and Local Government
Background Studies completed:
• Utility providers
- Environmental Study
• DWER
- Regional Water Management Strategy
• RAAF
- Bushfire Hazard Level Assessment
• Developers and consultants
- Transport Strategy
– Consultation with community groups and members
- Service Infrastructure Study
– Consultation with State, Local and utility agencies
- Industrial Demand & Market Analysis
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Strategy Area
– 3,509 hectares
– 22km north of Midland City Centre
– 651 separate allotments some of which are
original Crown allotments.
– Predominantly rural land use. Some industrial
and public purpose

Study Area & its Precincts
– 6 x Precincts
– Existing West Bullsbrook area to remain
– Potential urban investigation and industrial
investigation areas
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Economy &
Employment

Strategy Vision
To provide for a range of traditional and
emerging industries with a focus on
supporting the freight objectives for the
broader metropolitan region and increasing
employment opportunities in the north
metropolitan subregions, while recognising
the need to protect environmental attributes
and the amenity of the residential and other
sensitive uses within and adjacent to the
area
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Environment

Bullsbrook Freight
& Industrial Land
Use Strategy

Transport
and
Infrastructure

Development
Interface

Strategy Objectives
1.

Protect industrial and employment lands from encroachment of incompatible land uses

2.

Allow for flexibility in land use as the economy and cyclical factors determine demand for industrial development in the
future

3.

Maximise opportunities for freight related land uses surrounding the IMT

4.

Achieve a high level of amenity and built form outcomes within a modern well-planned industrial estate

5.

Transition industrial uses to provide appropriate interfaces to sensitive development

6.

Integrate broader road and movement networks to facilitate industrial access

7.

Ensure that connectivity for existing residents is maintained and accessibility for future residents and workforce is
maximised

8.

Ensure that land is appropriately serviced to accommodate anticipated and desired industrial land uses

9.

Protect the natural environment from adverse impacts

10. Acknowledge and respect cultural heritage
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Key Considerations
– Servicing infrastructure expansion dependant on development scale /
size, timing, resolution of water management issues and transport
corridor placement.
– Several environmental issues need to be addressed
– Development of precincts will vary and all require further detailed
planning to occur first:
• Precinct A: existing industrial zone and initial development front
• Precinct B & C: development will be driven by urbanisation of
North Ellenbrook area
• Precinct D: includes preferred intermodal terminal site and
transition area (transport, freight & logistics focus)
• Precinct E & F: longer-term take up expected
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Movement / Traffic Network
– Given the predominately rural nature of the study area, the road network is sparse.
– The Strategy outlines several recommendations to enable the road network to meet the
requirements of the Bullsbrook Freight and Industrial area during development and at
full built-out.
– Further detailed transport studies will be required as part of future planning stages.
Oversize Overmass (OSOM)
– Road train assembly area at Muchea.
– Via Great Northern Hwy onto spine rd
and Tonkin Hwy
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Movement / Traffic Network
Subject of further investigation and detailed planning
– Almeria Parade extension north and south
– Level crossing removal at Neaves Rd x Railway
Parade
Neaves Road
– To accommodate RAV7 (36.5m)
– Function as Secondary Freight Route: major eastwest route linking north-east and north-west
corridors
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Site Considerations
Aboriginal Heritage – 4 sites identified. Compliance with
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 required.
Other Heritage – West Bullsbrook Hall and Old Shop.
Soils – poor drainage capacity. Further investigations required.
Acid Sulphate Soils identified.

Bushfire – largely moderate risk, with some areas of extreme
hazard.
Native Vegetation – extensively cleared. <10% remaining.
Flora & Fauna – conservation significant flora and fauna identified.
Flora & fauna surveys required to support future rezoning.
Conservation Areas – several environmentally sensitive areas.
Further detailed studies required to identify and protect areas.
State Forest – Gnangara-Moore River State Forest to be retained.

Contaminated Sites – none registered by DWER.

Bush Forever – should be set aside for conservation purposes.

Surface water – wetland buffers recommended.

Western Swamp Tortoise – future development to minimise and
avoid impact on tortoise habitats.

Groundwater – large portions subject to moderate-high risk of
seasonal inundation or waterlogging.
Wetlands – several of conservation significance.
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Ecological Linkages – to be maintained and protected.
Royal Australian Air Force Base Pearce – aircraft noise, land use
restrictions limit bird strike and building height restrictions.

Where to from here?
• Advertising period – 9 February 2022 to 11 April
2022
• Submissions close 11 April 2022
• Project team will review submissions and make
modifications as required.
• Western Australian Planning Commission will make
a final decision
• Final Strategy published
Project
Inception

Alignment
workshop with
key stakeholders

Complete
Technical
Studies
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Preliminary
Draft Strategy

Final Draft
Strategy

Public
Advertising &
Information
Sessions

Schedule of
Modifications

Finalise Strategy

Discussion
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Thank You
Submissions close
11 April 2022
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Submissions
Online at https://consultation.dplh.wa.gov.au
Contact
Bullsbrook FILUPS Project Team
08 6551 8002
BullsbrookFILUPS@dplh.wa.gov.au
Media Enquiries
media@dplh.wa.gov.au

